
THE WORLD OF WORK PROJECT

WRITING ARTICLES FOR THE WEBSITE

TOPICS AND CONTENT

WRITING APPROACH AND GUIDE

Though we are fairly relaxed in our approach to the style or articles and think it important to publish a wide 
range of voices, we do have certain things that we ask for from our authors.

1. Articles should start with a small excerpt section that can be displayed in pull-quotes on our website. 
This should be no more than a paragraph long and should help readers understand the overall article. 

2. Articles should be in two main parts. The first, the main body of the article, should be more fact based 
and dispassionate, informing the reader about the subject and generally held views of it. The second, 
which goes under the heading “The world of work project view” should be considerably briefer, but 
should also bring more opinion / conjecture / experience and personality to the subject. 

3. Articles should be written with multiple section headings, making them suitable for web-publication. 

4. Each guest writer should provide a small paragraph about themselves which brings them to life and 
which provides links to their work. 

In terms of who we write for, we consider our readers to be intelligent, interested in work and fairly 
knowledgeable about the world, but perhaps not informed about the specific topic that we’re writing 

about. In other words we write for smart people with some, but limited knowledge about our topics. 

We publish articles spanning a wide range of content, aligned to a series of themes that you can explore on
the website. In addition, we have several other themes in the pipeline. Fundamentally, if an article is 
concerned with improving the experiences that individuals have in work, or concerned with improving the 
contributions that organizations make to the world, we will seek to publish it. 

We are open to suggestions for article from members of our community who wish to write them. We also 
have a long list of topics that we aspire to write about which we can share for inspiration. 

We produce and produce a wide range of articles aligned to our purpose of helping work become a force 
for good. We do so as we think that sharing the knowledge and experience that we have gained as a 
community has the ability to help improve the experiences of individuals at work.

THE WRITING PROCESS

Our approach is relaxed and we do not push for strict timelines or lengths. We simply appreciate the 

support. In terms of our process, we generally have about three or four touch-points per article:

1. We are approached by a prospective author and agree a topic with them
2. The author creates a first draft in line with the above guidance

3. We review the first draft and share comments / questions related to it
4. The author updates as appropriate, and we repeat until both parties are happy with the content
5. We produce the article as a web-page, and, if the author is happy, we publish it
6. All parties promote the published article

USE OF CONTENT

Though we produce, publish and promote the content, we are very happy for our authors to use it 
elsewhere. We simply ask that when doing so the article is detailed as “first published as part of the World 
of Work Project”, with a link to the first publication. Many authors publish their articles on their personal 
LinkedIn pages. 

LEARNING MORE

If you have any questions or would like to learn more, please get in touch with us via the “contact us” 
section of our website. 


